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Goal

The primary goal of the RL-36 project is to gain valuable hands-on 
experience in the development, manufacturing, and safe test-firing 
of liquid rocket engines to further RIT Launch Initiative’s knowledge 
of rocket propulsion systems.



Overview

◼ Thrust: 36 lbf
◼ Burn time: 7 sec
◼ Specific Impulse: 248 sec
◼ Fuel: Methanol (CH3OH)
◼ Oxidizer: Gaseous Oxygen (O2)
◼ O/F Ratio: 1.2



Combustion Chamber
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Combustion Chamber
The combustion chamber creates thrust by:

1) Combusting propellants to increase pressure

2) High pressure forces the gases out through 
the nozzle

3) Converging section of the nozzle compresses 
gases through the throat at Mach 1

4) Diverging section allows gases to expand 
and accelerate past Mach 1

penis

(60°) Converging angle
(15°) Diverging angle



Combustion Chamber

- 1018 Cold-Rolled Steel
- Outer Diameter: 2.098 in
- Wall Thickness: .25 in
- Total Length: 3.399 in
- Throat Diameter: .32 in
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Cooling System

◼ Water enters cooling shell at throat (hottest area of 
chamber)

◼ Flow velocity should be approx. 30 ft/sec
◼ fast enough to avoid vaporization
◼ temp will increase ~40°F

◼ Warm water exits near top of shell
◼ Mass flow rate of water determined by heat transfer 

calculations (conduction and convection in chamber 
wall region)



Cooling Shell

◼ 1020 Drawn Over Mandrel Steel Round Tube 
from Coremark Metals

◼ 3” OD with ½” wall thickness



Cooling System

Hydrofarm AAPW550 550-GPH Active Aqua 
Submersible Pump

◼ approx. 9 GPM
◼ 8.5 GPM required to cool combustion 

chamber
◼ slightly more than 1 gallon of water 

required for 7 second burn - 5 gallon 
bucket will suffice



Injector
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Injector



Injector - Calculations

◼ Set diameter of fuel orifices to be 0.5 mm, based on machining capabilities
◼ Based on mass flow rate of fuel
◼ Assume methanol is incompressible
◼ Target velocity of about 30 m/s in orifices
◼ Orifice length = 6*diameter
◼ Atomization is in acceptable range; determined by comparing Reynolds Number and Ohnesorge 

Number
◼ Governing Equations



Injector



Atomization Graph



Feed System
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Feed System

◼ Will use ⅛ inch piping 
◼ All valves purchased for the hybrid
◼ Things to buy

◼ Piping
◼ Adapters
◼ Oxygen tank



Adapters Needed
Valves from hybrid, along with their thread sizes: 



Calculations

◼ Flow rate and pressure drop calculations were done in MATLAB
◼ Tank pressures are based on injection pressure, pressure drop across each valve, and pressure 

losses due to friction in the piping system
◼ All calculations have been done based on predicted pipe diameters and losses
◼ Numbers will be adjusted once pipe lengths and adapters are confirmed

◼ Governing equations: 



Valve Layout



Control Systems
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Control Systems - engine controller
■ Collects/monitors engine 

parameters

■ Controls solenoids via 
relay board

■ Powered from portable 
generator

■ Recycling thermocouple 
amps, teensy 3.6, LoRa 
radio, relay board



Control Systems - base station
■ USB output to computer for 

real time graphing of sensor 
values

■ Radio communication (2km 
line-of-sight)

■ Recycling Teensy 3.6 board, 
LoRa radio, control board 



Control Systems - control loop

■ Ignition: light pyro, open O2 line, wait, open fuel line, transition to running state if 
ignition success, go to shut-off if failed.

■ Running state: Monitor for (overpressure, overtemp, under-pressure) if true, go to 
shut-off, send sensor data to control panel for logging.

■ Shut-off: close fuel line, wait, close oxygen line, open purge valve.
■ All states are echoed to base station.



Test Stand
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Test Stand



Test Stand Force Measurement

Looking to determine thrust output of engine, two options

◼ Mount to test stand using load cell
◼ Mount strain gauges to support beam
◼ connect to amplifier



Total Cost

$714.59


